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What is risk?



Risk is not uncertainty

• Decisions/actions cause outcomes; do not

know what the exact outcome will be

• Uncertainty: do not know probability of each

outcome

• Risk: know the probability per outcome

• Every decision is therefore like a casino gamble

(odds are known)



Risk is everywhere

Ways to think about risk:

1. Quantify risk

2. Examine preferences for risk

3. Look at how we buy less risk (more safety)

4. Identify ways to face less risk



Describing risk



Two parts to every gamble

Probability: Likelihood each outcome will occur;

must sum to 1

Pay-off: Economic consequence of each outcome

Expected Value E(V): probability-weighted

pay-off from all possible outcomes of the gamble

Usually, choose gamble with highest expected value



Example 1/3

Should you buy one-year iphone insurance?

Two options:

1. Do not buy iphone insurance and hope you

do not lose phone because replacements are

$300

2. Buy iphone insurance for $100 and pay only

$20 per replacement phone



Example 2/3

Times Prob. Payoffs E(V)

lose phone

No 0 0.5

insurance 1 0.4

2 0.1

Iphone 0 0.5

insurance 1 0.3

2 0.2

Each time lose phone, pay $300 if not insured, $20 if insured

Insurance costs $100



Example 3/3

Times Prob. Payoffs E(V)

lose phone

No 0 0.5 $0

insurance 1 0.4 -$300 -$180

2 0.1 -$600

Iphone 0 0.5 -$100

insurance 1 0.3 -$120 -$114

2 0.2 -$140



New York Mega-millions?

Mega-millions: choose correct 6 numbers from 1-50

Ticket=$1 Jackpot=$100m

E(V)=P(Win)(Jackpot-$1)+P(Lose)(-$1)

E(V)=
1

300, 000, 000
($99.99m) +

299, 999, 999

300, 000, 000
(−$1)

E(V)=$0.34+(–$0.99)=–$0.65

Every time you go to liquor store, hand over $0.65



Spread of pay-offs

Choose gamble with highest expected value

What about if two options have same expected

value, but the spread of pay-offs is not the same?



Two job offers

Prob. Income Prob. Income E(V)

Job 1 0.50 $2,000 0.50 $1,000 $1,500

Commission

Job 2 0.99 $1,510 0.01 $510 $1,500

Fixed Salary

These jobs have same expected value but not same

risk spread



Job 1 is more risky than Job 2

E (VJOB1) = E (VJOB2) = $1, 500

Job 1 is more risky: standard deviation is higher

Income E(V) Income E(V) Weighted Stand.

Dev. Dev. Ave. Dev. Dev.

Sqd Sqd Sqd

Job 1 2000 250,000 1000 250,000 250,000 500

Job 2 1510 100 510 980,100 9,900 99.5



Increase E(V) of job 1

Add $100 to both possible incomes of job 1

Income Income E(V) Stand.

Dev.

Job 1 2100 1100 $1,600 500

Job 2 1510 510 $1,500 99.5

Job 1 is still more risky but the E(V) is higher

Which job is preferred?



Preferences for risk



People like and do not like risk

• People differ in their preferences for risk

• As economists, we care about the utility of

each gamble, not its Expected Value

• Focus on Expected Utility



The utility from payoffs matters

Imagine your monthly bills are $900

Two job offers:

1. pays $1,000 guaranteed

2. pays $500 with probability 0.5 and $2,000 with

probability 0.5

Choose job 1 or job 2?



Expected Utility function

The Expected Utility function E(U) is assumed to

be very similar to the Expected Value function E(V)

For a gamble with two outcomes, X and Y:

E (V ) = P(X )(PayoffX ) + P(Y )(PayoffY )

E (U) = P(X )[U(PayoffX )] + P(Y )[U(PayoffY )]

This very significant assumption may not be valid



Defining risk preferences

We define risk preferences relative to a ’sure thing’

Which gamble do you want to take?

G1 Sure $100

G2 Coin-toss: Heads $200, Tails $0

Preferences:

• Prefer sure $100: G1>G2

• Prefer coin-toss: G1<G2

• Indifferent: G1=G2



Utility of playing Mega-millions?

Ticket=$1 Jackpot=$100m

E(U)=P(Win)U[(Jackpot-$1)]+P(Lose)U[(-$1)]

E(U)= 1
300,000,000U[$99, 999, 999] + 299,999,999

300,000,000(U[−$1])

If U[$99,999,999]=X and U[-$1]=0

E(U)= 1
300,000,000X + 299,999,999

300,000,0000>0

Hard to find utility function like this

Do not hand over $1s to everyone



Defining risk preferences

G1: Sure $100: E(V)=$100

G2: Coin-toss: Heads $200, Tails $0: E(V)=$100

Your preferences:

• Prefer sure $100: U[$100]>U[E(V)] – Averse

• Prefer coin-toss: U[$100]<U[E(V)] – Loving

• Indifferent: U[$100]=U[E(V)] – Neutral



Formal definitions of risk preferences

• Risk-averse: Prefer sure thing to gamble with

same expected value

• Risk-loving: Prefer gamble to sure thing,

when both have same expected value

• Risk-neutral: Indifferent between sure thing

and gamble with same expected value

Most people are risk-averse most of the time



Buying and selling risk

Imagine you are risk-averse

You would prefer G1 [Sure $100, E(V)=$100] over

G2 [Coin-toss, E(V)=$100]

But you are faced with a coin-toss

What sure amount will you take to avoid coin-toss?

Sure $80 to avoid coin-toss? Sure $50? $20? $10?



Certainty equivalent

Amount you would accept instead of risk

Prefer G1 [Sure $100] to G2 [Coin-toss, E(V)=$100]

If, instead of E(V)=$100 coin-toss, you would take:

• Sure $80, then certainty equivalent = $80

• Sure $30, then certainty equivalent = $30

Low certainty equivalent means very risk-averse

Certainty equivalent can be greater than sure thing



Risk premium

Amount you are willing to pay to avoid risk

Prefer G1 [Sure $100] to G2 [Coin-toss, E(V)=$100]

If, instead of E(V)=$100 coin-toss, you would take:

• Sure $80, then risk premium = $20

• Sure $30, then risk premium = $70

High risk premium means very risk-averse

Risk premium can be negative (is sky-diving free?)



Certainty equivalence with utility functions

CE : Amount you would accept instead of risk

So, U(CE )=E(U[Gi ])

CE is derived from utility function

If we know U function, we know CE

Going backwards, we can figure out U function from

observed (CE ) values



Example

Gamble G3: YHeads = $50, 000; YTails = $100, 000

Assume U(Y)=Y 0.333

E (U[G3]) = 0.5U[$50, 000] + 0.5U[$100, 000]

= 0.5[36.8] + 0.5[46.4]

= 41.6

What sure amount of Y would yield U=41.6?

41.6 = Y 0.333

Y = $72, 140 = CE



Ways to reduce risk



How to reduce risk

1. Insurance

2. Information

3. Diversification

4. Fractionalization

5. Flexibility

Reducing risk by eliminating low pay-off outcomes



1. Insurance

Iphone insurance example:

1. Do not buy iphone insurance and hope you do

not lose phone because replacements are $300

2. Buy iphone insurance for $100 and pay only

$20 per replacement phone

In world with no insurance, outcomes vary from $0

to -$600 (if lose phone twice)

With insurance, outcomes vary from -$100 to -$140



2. Information

Information has value if it changes decisions

It can only change decisions if it changes expected

values or spread of outcomes

Dollar value of information is the dollar amount

change in expected value



Example with money

Sales 50 Sales 100 Expected π

Stock 50 suits $5,000 $5,000 $5,000

Stock 100 suits $1,500 $12,000 $6,750

Each month, P(Sales 50)=0.5, P(Sales 100)=0.5

Stock 100 suits: π = $6, 750

With information on what sales will actually be each

month, you can stock right amount: π = $8, 500

Value of information is ∆π = $1, 750



Example with utility 1/4

Painting for sale at $10,000: should you buy it?

• If fake, lose $10,000

• If genuine, re-sell for $15,000 (so π=$5,000)

• Estimate P(fake)=0.25



Example with utility 2/4

Assume U(Y)=(50,000+Y)0.5

If you buy:

U1 = 0.25U[Buy |fake] + 0.75U[Buy |genuine]

= 0.25(40, 000)0.5 + 0.75(55, 000)0.5

= 226

If you do not buy:

U2 = 0.25(50, 000)0.5 = 224



Example with utility 3/4

Hire appraiser who will tell you if it is genuine or not

If it is genuine, you buy; if it is fake, you do not

U3 = 0.25U[Notbuy |fake] + 0.75U[Buy |genuine]

= 0.25(50, 000)0.5 + 0.75(55, 000)0.5

= 232

Appraiser raises utility from U1=226 to U3=232



Example with utility 4/4

Appraiser raises utility from U1=226 to U3=232

What is that increase in utility worth?

Look at certainty equivalent CE of each outcome:

226 = (50, 000 + CE1)0.5 =⇒ CE1 = $1, 026

232 = (50, 000 + CE3)0.5 =⇒ CE3 = $3, 726

Value of appraisal = CE1 − CE3 = $2, 700



3. Diversification

Factory makes sunglasses S or umbrellas B

P(rainy day)=0.5 P(sunny day)=0.5

π(B |rain) = $50, 000 π(S |rain) = $0

π(S |sun) = $50, 000 π(B |sun) = $0

Diversify: split factory time 50/50 making S and B

π=$25,000 always



4. Fractionalization

Break action up into several parts, each with own

pay-offs and probabilities

If parts are uncorrelated, law of large numbers helps

Law of large numbers: single events may be

random/unpredictable, but average outcome of

many similar events is not

Why is google maps so accurate on travel times?



5. Flexibility

Learning about states as they occur:

• Cohabitation before marriage

• Tasting booths at supermarkets

• Free apps

Being flexible may reduce uncertainty



Any Questions?
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